# D RY S H O E S D O N T C AT C H

ROYAL D E E S I D E
F LY F I S H I NG
S CH O O L
RIVER DEE
Tailored fly casting tuition experiences to suit all levels of ability on the River Dee

We are thrilled to offer all anglers visiting Royal Deeside
the services of our fly fishing school. A dedicated fly fishing
centre with a private stretch of the River Dee specifically
for casting tuition. Situated at the Milton of Crathes in the
centre of the river we offer both double handed and single
handed casting lessons in a real fishing environment.
Our team of certified casting instructors are available to offer one on one
bespoke casting tuition tailored to make sure that you get the most out of
your time on the water.

“A dedicated fly fishing centre with a
private stretch of the River Dee”
TWINPEAKES FLYFISHING

We provide a bespoke service to everyone visiting the Dee, ensuring you
are fishing at the best place for that time of year, you have the right tackle,
flies for the conditions and looked after by only the best guides.
We use only premium tackle, safety equipment and waders for our clients
and all is provided.
•

Qualifications and Certification

•

SGAIC - Scottish Game Angling Instructors Certificate

•

SANA - Scottish Anglers National Association

•

Safeguarding children

•

CRB Checked

•

First Aid

•

Fully Comprehensive Insurance UK & Worldwide

•

AAPGAI - Advanced Association Professional Game Angling Instructors
C O N TA C T U S

CASTING TUITION
Bespoke casting tuition tailored to your
experience and skill level on the River Dee
INCLUDES

Double Handed Spey Casting
£40 per hour - Max. 2 hours

BOOK NOW

Single Handed Casting
£40 per hour - Max. 2 hours

BOOK NOW

LEARN MORE

BESPOKE
CASTING COURSE
Our casting course has been developed
from many years of guiding and teaching short
casting lessone
INCLUDES
BOOK NOW

Spey Casting Course
£300 pp

BOOK NOW

Single Handed Casting Course
£300 pp
LEARN MORE

SALMON FISHING
& CASTING
INSTRUCTION COMBO
This is the perfect experience for those looking to
get in to the world of salmon fishine
INCLUDES

Casting Tuition & Guided Fishing
From £195 pp
Price depends on which beat is booked
LEARN MORE

BOOK NOW

Bespoke casting tuition tailored to your experience and
skill level on the River Dee.
Whether you want to learn the basics, perhaps want too add a few
more yards to your cast or struggling on windy days, we will teach you
how to progress your casting skills

M O R E D E TA I L S >

CAST I NG T UI T I O N
RIVER DEE
Structured tuition to suit all levels of ability

BACK

THE 5 ESSENTIALS IN
FLY CASTING
ROD TIP PATH

DOUBLE HANDED
SPEY CASTING
We understand that Spey casting is not the easiest style of casting
to learn, but we have developed professional teaching techniques to
make it as easy as possible. All of our lessons are delivered with a mix
of practical on the water tuition along with some classroom time to
build on the understanding of the mechanics of the casts.

•

The fly line will always follow the path of
the rod tip.

•

It controls the D-LOOP shape and forward
loop shape.

•

A narrow loop is an efficient
casting loop

SLACK LINE
•

Slack line should be kept to an absolute
minimum.

•

Ensure to keep tension at all times
throughout the casting cycle

We will teach: Single spey, Double Spey, Snake Roll and Circle C casts.
Learn how to combat wind, manage high banks or tricky spots to cast
and how to use these casts in practical fishing applications. How to
set up your rod, health and safety on the river bank and choosing the
correct tackle for your chosen fishing.
£40 per hour

BOOK NOW

TIMING
•

Timing is essential in fly casting, in single
handed casting our forward and back
loops should straighten before continuing
with the next cast, maintaining tension.
Cast too soon or too late and you will be
casting slack line

•

SHORT LINE - SHORT PAUSE

•

LONG LINE - LONG PAUSE

Maximum 2 hours

POWER APPLICATION
•

Power should be applied at the
appropriate time during the stroke, with a
smooth acceleration to a positive stop.

•

Start Slow - Finish FAST

•

Just enough power to allow the fly to
nicely turn over, No more, No Less

SINGLE HANDED CASTING
From Stillwater to river trout fishing, or salmon and sea trout to
saltwater fishing, we are able to arm you with the casting techniques
and skills to ensure you are ready for that next fishing trip.
We will teach basic rod, line and leader set up, over head casting,
double hauling, spey casting, advanced casting like steeple casting or
curve casts and areal mends. Whether you are a beginner or advanced
at single handed casting we are here to help you learn that new
technique or get you to a level where you can go out on your own for
your first days fishing.
£40 per hour

BOOK NOW

CASTING STROKE / ARC
•

The stoke is the distance that your hands
move during the cast.

•

The arc is the rotation of the rod during
the stroke.

•

The Stroke / Arc is variable to the
amount of line past the rod tip.

•

SHORT LINE - SHORT STOKE - NARROW
ARC

•

LONG LINE - LONG STOKE - WIDER ARC

Maximum 2 hours
BACK

M O R E D E TA I L S >

BESPOKE
CAST I NG C OUR S E
RIVER DEE
Commit to mastering fly casting techniques to get more from your time on the water

Our casting course was developed from many years of guiding
and teaching short casting lessons spaced many months apart.
We realised that if our customers were not able to practice or
fish as often as they liked we would be teaching the same casts
over again.
Our aim with the casting course is to deliver a series of casting lessons spaced
within a few weeks apart to really enable us to build on the understanding of
the casts to really enhance the casting and fishing skills of our customers.

BACK

A TAILORED PLAN
The course consists of 4 two hour sessions usually over the
course of 6 weeks. Within this period we are able to formulate
a specific tailored plan to cover everything necessary.
We take pride in congratulating our candidates at the end
of the course for their achievements and the journey to
becoming a more accomplished angler.
The course DOES include an element of theory, quizzes and
homework to ensure that the understanding of the casting
principles is there along with over 8 hours of practical one on
one training.
For the fourth and final session we will often combine the
casting lesson with some salmon fishing on the River Dee, or
trout fishing on the river Don (Depending on the course).

SPEY CASTING COURSE
Session 1: Spey Casting Principles, Efficient Roll casts & Double Spey
(or Circle C depending on wind).
Session 2: 5 essentials in spey casting, re-cap on previous session and
introduce Circle C (or double spey depending on wind).
Session 3: Which casts for when, re-cap on previous session, introduce
single spey (or snake roll depending on wind).
Session 4: Re-cap on last session, introduce Snake roll (or single spey
depending on wind), combine with some fishing on the River Dee to
put into real fishing application.
Homework: We will cover theory of the casting mechanics to ensure
a thorough understanding.
£300 pp

BOOK NOW

SINGLE HANDED
CASTING COURSE
Session 1: Over head casting principles, pick up and lay down cast,
controlling loop shapes. Leader and rod, reel, line setup.
Session 2: 5 Essentials in fly casing, Re-cap on previous session,
varying casting stroke/arc and timing to amount of line used. Double
hauling and control of casts at distance.
Session 3: Roll cast into overhead casting and double hauling. Spey
casts on the water, retrieves and tactics. Knot tying and fly selection.
Session 4: Entomology, tactics, theory quiz, and session on the water
catching fish. Fish handling.
Homework: Theory of casting principles to be understood and
tested on.
£300 pp

BOOK NOW

BACK

M O R E D E TA I L S >

SAL M O N F I S H I NG
& CAST I NG I NST RUC T I O N
COMBO
RIVER DEE
Add professional casting instruction to your days fishing to get the most of your time on the water

WHAT’S INCLUDED
•

Full days Salmon fishing on selected prime beat

•

All fishing equipment and waders

•

One on one professional casting instruction for the morning

•

One on one guiding for the morning

•

Learn new skills to become a more efficient salmon angler

PRICING
From

BOOK NOW

£195 pp

Price can fluctuate depending on which beat we book.

BACK

This is the perfect experience for those looking to
get in to the world of salmon fishing.
This package is very popular with anglers seeking to enhance
and develop their skills.

CASTING TUITION
We will book your days fishing on a hand selected prime beat, where
we think there will be the best chance of catching salmon in the
conditions of the river at that time.
We will provide tackle and waders if required to ensure that you have
the suitable gear to make the most from your day.
The day begins with some fresh coffee at the fishing hut and making
a plan subject to conditions. We will then head out for a brief Spey
Casting Masterclass, breaking down the mechanics of the casting to
get our guests exactly where we need to be.
During the morning we will help by fine tuning your casting and help
with any issues, or teach any specific aspects that our guests would
like to focus on.

GUIDED FISHING
The day is not only about improving casting whilst fishing, but we will
cover all elements of water craft, reading the pools, choosing flies,
tactics and techniques and fishing the most effective way in those
conditions. We can introduce how to fish certain flies such as the
Sunray Shadow, Hitch Fly, or bomber flies.
In the afternoon after lunch our guests will be able to fish on
throughout the beat, accompanied by the resident Ghillie on the beat,
and practice those skills learned in the morning to catch more fish.

BACK

# D RY S H O E S D O N T C AT C H

For us sums up the sport of Flyfishing, its about going fishing. We all have destinations on our bucket lists that creep
up on us on idle Tuesdays.
Born of the banks of the River Dee TwinPeakes Flyfishing is a brand whose core mission is to promote, teach and
engage in fly fishing both locally in Scotland and worldwide.
Through our designated Fly fishing school, Tackle Store, prime salmon fishing beat and guided fishing experiences
TPFF is a hub based in Royal Deeside welcoming all that would like to start or continue their fly fishing journey.

BACK

Will

TwinPeakes Flyfishing

07766 548 708

Milton of Crathes
Al

07766 548 708

Blaine

07445 965 257

Banchory
AB31 5QH
TWINPEAKESFLYFISHING.COM

info@twinpeakesflyfishing.com

